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Abstract

Various causes for mantle melting (decompression, heating or release of water) combined with
current estimates of upper mantle temperatures and the state of stress in the lithosphere suggest that
in many regions the asthenosphere might be partially molten, but melts may not always be able to
rise to the surface. The governing equations describing melting, melt segregation, compaction and
depletion  in a deforming medium are discussed with emphasis on the physical processes involved.
To combine these processes with a convecting upper mantle flow, a "Compaction Boussinesq
Approximation" (CBA) is introduced and tested with known solutions. Driving forces include
thermal, melt, depletion and enrichment buoyancy. The bulk viscosity and its dependence on porosity
has a significant effect on the melt flow even for distances large compared to the compaction length.
1D and 2D solitary porosity waves are discussed with particular emphasis on a variable bulk
viscosity,  compaction, and dilatation of the matrix. Melting, segregation and solidification processes
are studied in a self-consistent model of a variable viscosity plume head arriving at the base of the
lithosphere. It is shown that melt buoyancy dominates segregation velocities. However, a variable
bulk viscosity may still have some influence on the segregation velocities, while dynamic pressures
may be neglected. In the absence of a mantle plume a partially molten undepleted asthenosphere may
develop melting instabilites, driven by thermal, melt and depletion buoyancy. This instability
propagates  laterally with velocities of the order of several cm/a and has a length scale of about 2
times the thickness of the partially molten asthenosphere. Volcanism associated with this
propagating instability might have a similar appearance as hot spot tracks suggesting that this
instability might be an alternative machanism to the plume hypothesis at least for some volcanic
chains. 

1. Introduction

In the past decades it has been recognized that the earth is a giant heat engine powered partly by
primordial heat and partly by the decay of long lived radioactive isotopes. The release of this heat
drives mantle convection and plate tectonics and is responsible for the variety of volcanic processes
at the earth's surface. Therefore most of the volcanism is associated directly with plate tectonics. For
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example, sea flor spreading extracts about 13.5 km3 of basaltic magma from the mantle each year
and about 2 km3 per year of magmas are generated and extracted near subduction zones (Smith,
1981). Still significant amounts (about 1.1 km3/yr) of mantle melts feed volcanic complexes in
intraplate regions. These geologically large figures and the wide spread distribution of volcanism on
the earth indicate that melting of mantle material is a very common process and that in many regions
mantle temperatures  are near or slightly above the melting temperatures.
    If one compares the distribution of volcanic regions with the state of stress in the lithosphere (e.g.
Zoback, 1992), it becomes obvious that most of the active volcanic regions lie in areas of extensional
lithospheric stresses. This is compatible with the concept that melt may easily be extracted from the
mantle through dikes which preferently form only in extensional regimes. The absence of active
volcanic centres in areas of regional compression indicates that magmas do not rise through the
lithosphere in these areas, but it does not rule out that mantle melts may be present there. Thus we
have to face the possibility that significant amounts of melts are present within the asthenosphere,
which never reach shallow depths. For mid-oceanic ridges a rough estimate has been made by  White
et al. (1992) by comparing the degree of melting inferred from rare earth element inversions with
thicknesses of the oceanic crust derived from seismics. Their interpretation is compatible with only
about 1% melt remaining in the mantle while the rest is extracted. For other regions which are
overlain by a thicker lithosphere or which are not in the extensional regime the amount of melt
remaining in the mantle might be considerably larger.      
   Assuming that many regions of the asthenosphere are in the state of partial melting, an important
question is whether these melts are mobile and can segregate, and what is their interaction with the
dynamics of a convecting mantle. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the physical aspects of
these questions. In section 2 general aspects of melting will be discussed, and estimates of potential
temperatures will be compiled. In section 3 the physics of melt segregation in combination with
mantle convection will be discussed and a new approximation will be proposed. In section 4.1  this
approximation will be used to discuss simple two phase flow models of porosity waves. In section
4.2  the full set of equations will be solved to study melting, segregation and freezing in a plume
head. Finally, in section 4.3 a model of a laterally migrating melt instability will be presented, which
might provide an alternative explanation for the formation of hot spot tracks.      

2. General aspects of melting in the mantle

2.1 Causes for melting  

 There are mainly three possible causes for melting in the mantle: Decompression, heating or the
release of volatiles like water. These three processes are indicated in Fig. 1, where the dry solidus
curves for peridotite have been taken from Takahashi (1986). 
   Decompressional melting. Mantle adiabats and solidus temperature curves have different slopes,
so melting occurs as mantle material adiabatically rises and  crosses the melting temperature (Fig.
1a). If the degree of melting of mantle peridotite is known as a function of temperature and pressure,
the amount of melt generated by isentropic mantle upwelling can be calculated using the
thermodynamic formulas given e.g. by McKenzie (1984) or McKenzie and Bickle (1988). With these



Fig. 1. Illustration of mantle 
melting due to decompression (a),
heating (b) and release of water
(c). Solidus temperature for 
peridotite (thick curve in a), b) 
and c)) is taken from Takahashi
(1986). Thin curves give typical 
geotherms with a potential
temperature Tp =1400 °C. In a)
upwelling and decompression 
may be due to 50% thinning of the 
lithosphere. In b) the mantle 
temperature is increased by 200°C
by e.g. the arrival of a plume. In 
c) the solidus is decreased due to 
2.9 wt% water (Inoue and
Sawamoto, 1992). The thin 
dashed curve give the saturated 
wet solidus temperature.
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formulas the amounts of melt have been calculated which are extracted at mid oceanic ridges to form
the oceanic crust. They are in good agreement with seismic determinations of the crustal thicknesses
and geochemical inversions of the extracted melts (White et al., 1992). The calculation of melting
paths has been extended by Iwamori et al. (1995) to include wet systems and distinguish between
batch melting (melt and residue in chemical equilibrium)  and fractional melting (melt chemically
isolated from residue). Fractional melting leads to a degree of melting which is 5 - 15 % lower
compared to batch melting. 
   The condition of adiabatic ascent is approximately only met for sufficiently fast rising velocities (of
the order of cm/yr) like those beneath spreading ridges or fast rift zones. If the rising velocities are
slower (of the order of mm/yr), then conductive cooling from the surface keeps temperatures below
the solidus temperature. For a rising mantle flow an approximate formula can be obtained which
gives the depth below  which adiabatic temperatures are to be expected. It can be derived by solving
the 1D steady state heat equation

where r is the density, cp the specific heat capacity, uz the vertical velocity of the rising mantle, T the
temperature, z the depth, and k the thermal conductivity. Assuming, for simplicity, pure shear
deformation in the rising and spreading part of the mantle (i.e. duz/dz=const), equation (1) can be
solved to give

where T0 and u0 are the temperature and the rising velocity at the depth h, respectively. This solution
is valid only for approximately u0 > 8 k h. From (2) the depth above which the temperature within a
rising mantle flow is cooled by conduction can be estimated to be 

where c is of the order of 1 to 2. For example, if mantle material is rising with a velocity of only 1
cm/yr, decompressional melting may occur only below a depth of about 50 km, while at shallower
depths conductive cooling will inhibit further melting. This may explain, why crustal thicknesses at
slow spreading ridges or near rifted margins are thinner than normal (White et al., 1992). It should
be noted that this simple formula is only valid for pure shear flow. Flow lines beneath spreading
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ridges may be focussed stronger towards the ridge, allowing shallower values of zcond.   
   Heating. If the base of the lithosphere is heated above normal, then the solidus temperature may
be exceeded and melting will result (Fig. 1b). Conductive heating of the lithosphere may be
accomplished by the arrival of mantle plumes. Excess temperatures of mantle plumes have been
estimated  by different methods. Geochemical inversions (e.g. White and McKenzie, 1995) of hot
spot lavas give excess temperatures of plumes between 100 and 230/C. Other estimates based on
kinematic plume models (Schilling, 1991), eruption temperatures (Ceuleneer et al., 1993) or dynamic
models (e.g. Ribe et al., 1995) differ between 260 and 70/C. While melting processes within the
plumes are mainly due to decompression, conductive heating might be important within the
overriding lithospheric plates and within the crust. Besides conductive heating radiogenic heating
might be important within thickened continental crust and might lead to crustal melting. In the
mantle radiogenic heating is too small to regionally increase the temperature above solidus.
   Water. The presence of water may significantly reduce the melting temperatures within the upper
mantle. The thin dashed curve in Fig. 1c gives the wet solidus temperature (e.g.  Thompson, 1992),
while the thick dashed curve shows the reduction of the solidus for partially saturated (2.9 wt%
water) pyrolite (Inoue and Sawamoto, 1992). Although the decrease in solidus temperature is
significant, the degree of melting is small between the wet and dry solidus curves. This is due to the
fact that the solubility of water in melt is significantly higher than that in pyrolite. Water may be
introduced into the mantle by subduction of a variety of hydrous minerals, the most prominent of
which are muscovite or amphibolite. These minerals release their water at different depths, thereby
decreasing the solidus temperature in the ambient mantle. Other, nominally anhydrous minerals such
as olivine and pyroxenes can also store significant amounts of water at high pressures (Bell and
Rossman, 1992; Bai and Kohlstedt, 1992; Kohlstedt et al., 1996). Thus, the release and the
resorption of water by other minerals may be a common process within the upper mantle. Whether
the migration of water as a free phase is possible in the mantle and might lead to lowering of the
solidus temperature in certain regions depends on the mobility of water. Experiments on the
connectivity of free water at high pressures by Mibe et al. (1998) indicate that below approximately
60 km depth water may be highly interconnected. These results indicate that melting due to
decreasing the solidus temperature by water might not be restricted to subduction zones only, but
might play an important role also for intraplate volcanism and spreading zones (Hirth and Kohlstedt,
1996).
   

2.2 Potential temperatures

The most crucial parameter controlling mantle melting is the temperature. Usually the mantle
temperature is characterized by the potential temperature Tp, which is defined as the adiabatically
extrapolated mantle temperature to the surface (McKenzie and Bickle, 1988). For a normal mantle
Tp has been estimated from the major element distribution and the thickness of the oceanic crust as
1280/C (McKenzie and Bickle, 1988). Using also rare earth distributions somewhat higher values of
1330/C  (White et al., 1992) or 1350/C (White und McKenzie, 1995) have been suggested. A more
recent estimate based on geochemical analyses of  MORB melting in the garnet lherzolite facies
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results in Tp of 1400/C  (Herzberg und Zhang, 1996). As pointed out by Hirth and Kohlstedt (1996)
melting in the garnet field may also be accomplished by a cooler but water undersaturated mantle.
The various different potential temperatures referred in the literature may also reflect lateral
variations of Tp along mid oceanic ridges which have been suggested to lie between 250 /C  (e.g
Langmuir et al., 1992) and 60/C (Shen und Forsyth, 1995). 
   In the last years the phase transformations of olivine from the a- to b-phase , b- to g-phase and g-
phase to perovskite have been determined sufficiently accurate to infer temperatures at 410 km and
660 km depth. Inspecting the phase relations given by Katsura and Ito (1989), Akaogi et al. (1989)
and Akaogi et al. (1998) temperatures of about 1500/C result for both depths with uncertainties of
about ±100/C.  Extrapolating these temperatures adiabatically to the surface gives potential
temperatures between 1280 and 1360/C ±100/C, in general  agreement with the estimates above. 
   Given the uncertainties of the different methods for determining potential temperatures, it might
be quite possible that the temperatures within the asthenosphere exceed even the dry solidus
temperature in many regions.

3. The physics of  melt generation, segregation and convection

It is of importance to understand the interaction of melting processes with  convective mantle flows
in the asthenosphere. Because temperatures within the asthenosphere are close to or slightly above
solidus temperatures, convective flows within the asthenosphere may lead to melt generation due to
decompressional melting or heating. On the other hand, melting may influence mantle flows by
introducing different sources of buoyancies and by changing the rheology.

3.1 Sources of buoyancy  

One source of buoyancy might arise if melt densities are smaller than the density of the solid matrix.
This density contrast may drive mantle flows in the asthenosphere as well as melt segregation. At
room pressure and solidus temperature, the density difference between basaltic melts and peridotite
are between 400 and 600 kg/m3 depending on the actual compositions. Because the bulk modulus of
silicate melts is  significantly smaller than that of peridotite, the density difference becomes smaller
with increasing pressure or depth (e. g. Stolper et al., 1981). At some finite depth melt densities may
even become larger than solid densities. These cross-over depths have been determined for various
melts by olivine flotation experiments (e.g. Agee and Walker, 1993; Ohtani et al., 1998) and by using
a Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (e.g. Stolper et al., 1981, Herzberg, 1987). From the latter
approach, cross-over depths between 150 and 270 km have been estimated assuming  upper mantle
temperatures and forsterite (Mg0.9, Fe0.1)2SiO4 as the solid phase. Such-cross over depths imply that
the buoyancy effect of melt becomes small if melting occurs at greater depth, or, in the extreme case,
melt might become denser than solid mantle.
   Depletion buoyancy will arise from mantle material depleted in basaltic components. Extraction of
basaltic melt decreases the Fe to Fe+Mg ratio in the residual peridotite (hartzburgite), thereby
decreasing the density. For example, extraction of 20% basalt from a garnet peridotite decreases its
density by 1.7% (Jordan, 1979). 
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   If melts percolate and accumulate at depth without being extracted to the surface, they may
solidify and form layers enriched in basaltic composition. For emplacement depths greater than about
60 km these are in the eclogite facies. The density of these high pressure phases of basaltic
composition are greater than typical pyrolite densities at the same pressure and temperature by about
100 kg/m3 (Irifune and Ringwood, 1993). Thus solidifying melts at great depth will have a negative
buoyancy effect on convection.     

3.2 Mathematical description

In this chapter the equations which describe the process of melting and melt segregation and
convection in the earth's mantle will be introduced and discussed. Simplifications will be applied to
these equations which 1) allow to carry out calculations of melt segregation with or without
compaction and 2) are able to describe mantle convection combined with melting and melt
segregation.

The governing equations
   The governing equations for a two phase flow consisting of melt and a deformable matrix have
been given by McKenzie (1984). They include the equations for conservation of mass, momentum
and energy. The equations for conservation of melt and matrix mass are given as

 and

where D is the density, n the melt fraction, t the time, uP the velocity, and DM/Dt the melt production
rate following a volume element of matrix, D/Dt is the convective derivative given by M/Mt + uPs@LP .
The subscripts f and s stand for fluid and solid, respectively. Equations  (4) and (5) describe the
change of porosity due to melt generation or solidification (positive or negative DM/Dt) and
compaction or dilatation of the matrix (term containing div(uPs)).  The conservation of momentum of
the melt is given by
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Here kn is the permeability, 0f  the melt viscosity, P the pressure within the melt, g gravity
acceleration and *i3 the unit vector in z-direction (positive upwards). The terms within parentheses
represent the non-hydrostatic pressure within the melt. For the case of zero matrix velocity (6)
reduces to the well known Darcy's law.
   The conservation of momentum of the matrix is given by

where xi is the coordinate in the i-direction and Jij is the viscous stress tensor defined by

Here 0s and 0b are the effective shear and bulk viscosities of the porous matrix. In equation (7) the
first term describes the buoyancy with D being the mean density of the partial melt. However, D
varies not only with melt fraction, but also with temperature, depletion and  enrichment of basaltic
material. In (7) P represents the pressure within the matrix which is not caused by viscous
compaction. The pressures P in the melt (equ. 6) and in the matrix (equ. 7) are only equal if there are
no surface tensions on the melt - solid interface. While the matrix material may be regarded as
incompressible, the porous medium may undergo viscous compaction or dilatation which can be
described by 0b. The bulk viscosity depends on the pore geometry and melt fraction and will be
discussed below.  
   The energy  equation is given in its general form by McKenzie (1984). Here we adopt a simplified
form based on the assumption that the heat capacities cp, thermal expansivities ", thermal
conductivities k  and densities of the melt and matrix are the same. The latter assumption is part of
the "Compaction Boussinesq Approximation" discussed below. Then the heat equation is given as

where H is the radiogenic heat production rate per mass and L is the latent heat for melting. The first
two terms in the parentheses on the left hand side give the rate of change of heat per volume due to
temperature change and advection, the third term results from adiabatic heating. The first term on
the right hand side describes conductive heat changes. The velocity uP in (9) represents the average
velocity of the solid and melt
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(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

The term R is the dissipated heat due to 1) relative movement between solid and melt, and to
internal friction within the matrix due to 2) volumetric changes and 3) shear deformation:

The Compaction Boussinesq Approximation 
The equations (4) to (11) will now be rewritten and simplified in order to obtain a system of
equations which can be used both for mantle convection and melt segregation. The most important
simplification is introduced here as the Compaction Boussinesq Approximation (CBA). The
Boussinesq approximation conveniently used for mantle convection calculations assumes
incompressibility and constant density everywhere except in the buoyancy term of the momentum
equation. The extended Boussinesq approximation additionally accounts for adiabatic and dissipative
heating terms in the heat equation (c.f. Schmeling, 1989). In the CBA density differences and matrix
compaction are accounted for in the momentum equation for the melt to drive melt segregation.
However, in the momentum equation for the matrix, the matrix is assumed to be incompressible
except in the buoyancy term, where buoyancy sources due to melt, depletion, temperature and
basaltic enrichment may drive the flow. This approximation is reasonable as long as the melt fraction
and degree of melting are sufficiently small (less than 10 to 20%) and the melting region is
sufficiently large (Turcotte and Phipps Morgan, 1992).
  To apply the  CBA, the momentum equation for the melt has to be rewritten. The pressure gradient
can be eliminated by using equation 7 with D = (1-n)Ds+nDf, which results in:

where *D is the density difference between melt and solid. Here the first term within brackets
describes the contribution to the pressure gradient due to melt buoyancy, the second term the
contribution due to shear stresses within the matrix and the third term the contribution due to
compaction. A discussion of these contributions can be found e.g. in Ribe (1985a, 1987).The
parentheses of the second term represent 2 e0d

ij , where  e0d
ij is the deviatoric strain rate tensor
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(14)

(15)

(15a)

(16)

Here uPd is the deviatoric, divergence free part of the matrix velocity field. The corresponding
deviatoric stress tensor is defined as

In the CBA the momentum equation of the matrix is solved assuming incompressibility, i.e. by using
the deviatoric stress tensor (eq. 14) instead of the stress tensor defined in equation (8) and by
assuming

instead of equation (5). Thus, the divergence of the matrix velocity needed in equation (12) has to
be calculated in a different way. Combining the equations of conservation of  melt mass (equ. 4)  and
matrix mass (equ. 5) one obtains:

From (15a) it becomes clear that the matrix undergoes dilatation or compaction due to melt
generation (first term) and melt migration (second term). 
   To summarize, the general melt-matrix system is described by the system of equations (4) to (12),
while in the CBA the matrix conservation equation (5) is replaced by the incompressibility equation
(15), the viscous stress tensor (8) is replaced by its deviatoric counterpart (14), the heat equation (9)
is solved with uP = uPs,  the dissipated heat (11) is taken with only the deviatoric shear deformation
term (last term) left and the momentum equation for melt (12) is taken assuming deviatoric stresses
only in the term with 0s  but using the full expression (15a) for div uP rather than (15) .

Permeability - porosity relation   
The system of equations needs to be complemented by the equation relating permeability to porosity.
A general isotropic form is given by

where a is the scaling distance between melt inclusions (i.e. of the order of the grain size), b is a
geometrical parameter between 100 and 3000) and n is a power exponent. In general power
exponents always lie above 2 depending on the pore geometry. For example, for the idealized case
of isotropically oriented fully connected melt tubules with equal circular cross sections the
parameters are n=2 and b= 72 B, while for isotropically oriented fully connected melt films the
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(18)
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parameters are n=3 and b= 648. If the interconnectivity of the melt is low at low melt fractions and
increases with melt fraction (Faul, 1996), also higher n-values are expected.  

Equation of state
   While the buoyancy forces driving the melt occur explicitly in the momentum equations (6  or 12),
those due to melt, thermal, depletion or enrichment buoyancy occur implicitly in the density D in the
momentum equation of the matrix (7). The density is given by the linearized equation of state:

Here *D = Ds - Df is the density difference between the solid and fluid densities, " is the thermal
expansivity, fdp,en are the degree of depletion or enrichment, whatever is applicable, D0 is the
undepleted reference density, and Ddp,en are the densities of fully depleted or enriched peridotite,
respectively. It should be noted that fdp and fen cannot be simultaneously different from 0 for any
volume element, thus equation (17) applies to either depleted or enriched material. 

Non-dimensionalization
   It is useful to non-dimensionalize the governing equations to see the importance of the different
contributions to the equations. A convenient non-dimensionalization often used in mantle convection
calculations is given by (e.g. Schmeling and Marquart, 1991)

Here h is the thickness of the layer under consideration, 6 the thermal diffusivity (= k/(Dcp)), )T is
the scaling temperature difference, and 00 is the scaling viscosity. Primed quantities are non-
dimensional. 
   Applying these scaling relations to the variables in the equations, the non-dimensional momentum
equation for the matrix is given as (using the linearized equation of state 17 and reducing the
pressure by its lithostatic contribution)
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(20)

(21)

and the non-dimensional momentum equation for the melt is

In (19) P'nl is the non-lithostatic pressure. Due to non-dimensionalization four non-dimensional
numbers have been introduced:

Here Ra, Rm and Rc are the thermal, melt and compositional (depletion or enrichment) Rayleigh
numbers, and Rtn is the melt retention number (Tackley and Stevenson, 1993). The first three
numbers control the buoyancy of the matrix, while Rm and Rtn control the melt migration. A high
Rm leads both to high matrix velocities and melt percolation velocities, while a high Rtn slows down
melt percolation.    
    Equation (19) and the heat equation (9) in its CBA have been extensively used in mantle
convection calculations. Due to the incompressibility assumption other formulations of (19) can be
obtained. In 2D the stream function formulation can be chosen which replaces the three independent
variables pressure and the two velocity components by one variable, the stream function (see e.g.
Schmeling and Marquart, 1991).

Melting relations
   To complete the above set of equations melting relations have to be specified. A rather simple way
is to assume that melting occurs betwen the solidus and liquidus temperature according to an
experimentally derived melting function f*(T,P), which can easily be rewritten as f(T,z). It gives the
degree of melting as a function of temperature and pressure or depth. The degree of melting f which
gives the volumetric amount of melt which is generated if a rock is heated to the temperature T at
pressure P  should not be confused with the melt fraction n, which is the actual amount of melt
present in a rock subject to segregation and extraction. If a rock has undergone melting up to a
degree of melting f, its matrix has been depleted in basaltic material by the same amount, thus
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(22)

(23)

(24)

Here D/Dt is again the convective derivative as introduced near equation (5). If DM/Dt is negative,
freezing occurs and reduces the degree of depletion. Once fdp reaches 0, further freezing of any melt
will result in enrichment, which then is given by

The rate of melt generation, DM/Dt, depends on the change of temperature and pressure along a
flow path of a particle of matrix material and on whether the degree of melting exceeds the degree
of depletion. In other words, a rock particle, which has been depleted by the amount of fdp, will not
melt further until it  experiences a temperature and pressure (depth) with f(T,z) $ fdp. Thus,

While (24) describes only melting, freezing has to be formulated differently. One simple way is to
assume freezing only if the temperatures drop below solidus. Then, DM/Dt can be determined by
allowing only that melt fraction to freeze and to release latent heat, which keeps the temperature at
solidus.  
   While the above formulation of melting/freezing is valid for a fully time-dependent convecting
system of mantle flow with melt migration, it does not account for phase relations of
multicomponent systems and thus does not provide always chemical equilibrium between the melt
and solid phase during melt migration. Other formulations which account for such effects have been
presented e.g. by Ribe (1985b),  Iwamori et al. (1995),  Cordery and Phipps Morgan (1993) and
Bittner and Schmeling (1995). As pointed out by Hirschmann et al. (1998) thermodynamic models
of partial melting of peridotite still have significant deviations from experiments.  

Bulk viscosity, compaction time and length
Although the importance of the bulk viscosity 0b and its dependence on melt fraction has already
been discussed for rising porosity waves (Scott and Stevenson, 1984) and the formation of  veins
(Sleep, 1988), many melt migration models either neglect compaction (which means 0b  = 0) or
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(25)

(26)

assume 0b as constant and similar to the shear viscosity of the matrix (e.g. McKenzie, 1985; 1987;
Ribe, 1985a; Scott and Stevenson, 1986). For isotropically distributed inclusions a first order
relationship between bulk viscosity and porosity is given by

where 0m is the intrinsic shear viscosity of the matrix and c1, c2 depend on melt geometry. For
spherical melt inclusions c1 = 4/3, c2 = 1. For melt distributed within melt tubules or melt pockets as
observed in experiments of partially molten peridotite,  Faul et al. (1994) and Schmeling and Zippel
(unpubl. data) estimated that the mechanical behaviour could be described by an analogue material
containing ellipsoidal melt inclusions with an aspect ratio ar of 0.05 to 0.1. For a material containing
melt in tubules and ellipsoids with ar = 0.1, the constants c1 and c2 can be estimated (see O'Connell
and Budiansky (1977) and Schmeling (1985) for the elastic case): c1 = 1.16 and c2 = (3/4) ar B. From
(25) it becomes clear that at low melt fractions ( < few %)  the bulk viscosity of partially molten
peridotie exceeds the shear viscosity by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude. This has important
consequences on the characteristic compaction length *c (McKenzie, 1984) which is given after non-
dimensionalization according to (18)

where again the primed quantities are non-dimensional. Compaction lengths might be larger by up
to one order of magnitude for melt fractions of about 1 % compared to the case of 0b = 0s.  Inserting
typical numbers for partially molten regions in the asthenosphere compaction lengths are of the order
of 100 m to 1 km, respectively. Because the melt flow induced by compaction or dilatation of the
matrix might be distributed over  much larger distances than the compaction length (Spiegelman,
1993a,b, and see below), neglection of this effect might not always be justified.  

Numerical solution of the equations
   The complete system of equations in the CBA is solved by the 2D finite difference program
package FDCON, developed by the author. See e.g. Schmeling and Bussod (1996), who used
FDCON to calculate sublithospheric convection using an olivine rheology  (but without melt
segregation) and obtained partially molten regions close to the downgoing convection limbs. The
governing equations for the matrix (9) and (19) with (11), (13), (14), and  (15)  are solved assuming
the CBA  and using a stream function formulation for the momentum equation and a ADI scheme
with upwind for the energy equation. During each time step the equations for the melt (4), (20) and
(15a) are solved iteratively with strong underrelaxation taking the finite difference terms in (4)
backwards in time and using an upwind scheme for the velocity terms  to achieve numerical stability.
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Equidistant grids with different resolution are used for the momentum equation of the solid material
and the temperature and melting relevant equations, respectively.        
   In the following different cases of melting and melt segregation will be shown and discussed with
the emphasis on the physical mechanisms involved.

4. Case studies relevant for melting and segregation in a convecting mantle

In the following section some important cases of melting, segregation and convection in the earth's
mantle will be discussed with particular emphasis on the physical processes involved. We will proceed
from simple 1D and 2D melt segregation models to melting and melt migration models in a mantle
plume head and finally discuss a melting instability in the asthenosphere created by thermal, melt, and
depletion  buoyancy.
 

4.1 Segregation without melt generation or solidification

If a region within the mantle is partially molten, the melt will migrate upwards and may develop
porosity waves. These waves have been studied intensively in 1D, 2D and 3D by e.g. Scott and
Stevenson (1984), Richter and McKenzie (1984), Barcilon and Lovera (1989), Spiegelman (1993a,b),
Wiggins and Spiegelman (1995).  In a very recent paper Connolly and Podlachikov (1998) studied the
effect of a vertically varying viscosity, viscoplasticity and viscoelasticity on the evolution of 1D and
2D porosity waves. Under idealized assumptions such as a constant background porosity and
neglection of melting and solidification porosity waves travel as solitary waves with phase velocities
depending on the amplitude of porosity. Waves of different amplitudes and thus different phase
velocity  can pass through each other without changing their shapes. The phase velocity of the waves
is always faster than the maximum melt segregation velocity. Their wavelength depends also on their
amplitude. Typical wavelengths range between 20 and 60 compaction lengths, with the shortest
corresponding to an amplitude of about 2 (i.e. when the maximum porosity is twice the background
porosity).    

1-dimensional porosity waves
In the 1-dimensional case and low porosity approximation the segregation equations can be reduced
to a single non-linear partial differential equation (e.g. Barcilon and Richter, 1986). In this case
equations (4) to (8) and (16) can be combind to give the non-dimensional equation



Fig. 2. Rise of a 1D porosity wave
with variable bulk viscosity (eq. 
25). The background porosity is
2%, the initial amplitude of the 
cosine shaped anomaly was 10%.
Rm = 1000, Rtn = 1, no melting
and freezing is assumed. All
quantities are non-dimensional
according to the scaling laws 
given in equ. (18). a) Porosity at
initial time and t´= 0.06, b)
Divergence of the matrix at t´ = 
0.06, c) Segregation velocity and
its contributions due to buoyancy
and compaction-dilatation of the 
matrix at t´ =  0.06.
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(27)

Here 0* = (0b + 4 0s/3)/00. Solitary waves are solutions of (27). It is interesting to note that in the
low porosity approximation the CBA yields the same equation (27) with the only difference being  0*

= 0b/00. This stems from the fact that in the CBA shear stresses associated with compaction are
neglected. It should be noted that the CBA is not necessarily a low porosity approximation, i.e. it
does not neglect n within terms of the form of  1 - n.
     As an example, Fig. 2 shows the rise of a porosity wave obtained with the CBA. The wave was
initiated as a cosine shaped porosity anomaly of amplitude 5 assuming a background porosity of 2%
(Fig. 2a). A porosity dependent bulk viscosity according to equation (25) with ar = 0.1 - ellipsoids has
been assumed. After the non-dimensional time t' = 0.06 (= 2.3 compaction times) the wave has risen
and split into a large anomaly with an increased amplitude and a minor disturbance traveling behind
with a smaller phase  velocity. The increase in amplitude and sharpening in shape of the main anomaly
is due to the variable bulk viscosity. This behaviour has also been observed by Richardson (1998).
Using a discontinuous viscosity - porosity relation Khodakovskii et al. (1995) showed that sharpened
structures resembling sills might develop.
    To see the effect of compaction and dilatation of the matrix, Fig. 2b shows the divergence of the
matrix. On the leading flank of the porosity anomaly rising melt creates new pore space by viscous
dilatation, the divergence is positive and a high "compaction fluid pressure" is generated. On the
trailing flank, pore space is reduced due to compaction,  negative divergence is generated and a low
compaction fluid pressure results. Inspection of equation (12) or (20) shows that the gradient of
div(uPs), multiplied with the bulk viscosity, drives the segregation velocity  from high to low compacti-
on fluid pressure. The main effect of this term is a downward flow from the dilatating  to the compac-
ting region (Fig. 2c). This flow is counteracting the rising buoyancy driven melt flow, significantly
reducing total flow. 
   However, in the uppermost part of the porosity wave the gradient of div(uPs) is positive and the
compaction fluid pressure drives the flow upward (see the small maximum of the compaction driven
velocity in Fig. 2c). Melt is pressed from regions of high viscous matrix dilatation to a region above
with lower matrix dilatation. This leads to the surprising effect that the front of a porosity wave rises
faster in a viscous matrix than in a matrix with negigible bulk viscosity (model not shown here). This
might be counterintuitive, because one might expect that viscous resistance slows down melt flow.
    The non-dimensional compaction length of this model is 0.01 based on the background porosity
and the corresponding bulk viscosity. This indicates that compaction driven melt flows extend over
distances of at least 10 compaction lengths. Such distances can be even larger for porosity waves with
larger wavelengths, e.g. for constant viscosity.

2-dimensional porosity waves
A 1D solitary porosity wave is unstable in 2D and develops cylindrical solitary waves (Scott and
Stevenson, 1986; Barcilon and Lovera, 1989), which in turn may become unstable to form spherical
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Fig. 3. Rise of a 2D cylindrical porosity wave with constant bulk viscosity 0b´ = 1. The 
background viscosity is 2%, the maximum porosity is 6%. Rm = 10, Rtn = 0.0288, no
melting and freezing is assumed. All quantities are non-dimensional. The non-
dimensional compaction length based on the background porosity is 0.01667. a) melt 
fraction, b) divergence of the matrix velocity, c) vertical segregation velocity, d) 
horizontal segregation velocity, e) buoyancy contribution of the vertical segregation 
velocity, f) compaction contribution to the vertical segregation velocity.



Fig. 4 Non-dimensional phase velocity of solitary magma waves in 1D and 
2D. The analytical solutions are taken from Barcilon and Lovera (1989).
The symbols give numerical results which assumed the CBA. The scaling
of the phase velocity is according to Barcilon and Lovera (1989), to
transform to the scaling law used here, the velocities have to be multiplied 
with n0

n-1 Rm/Rtn. The  porosity amplitude is defined as nmax/n0, where n0
is the background porosity.
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blobs (Wiggins and Spiegelman, 1995). To illustrate the difference to a 1D porosity wave, Fig. 3
shows several quantities associated with the rise of a cylindrical porosity wave. Opening of pore
space in the upper half of the porosity wave creates dilatation of the matrix, while compaction occurs
in the lower half. The divergence field of the matrix velocity has a dipole character (Fig. 3b). As in the
1D case, this field  produces a compaction pressure gradient, driving the melt downward in the centre
of the wave, with weak upward components in the uppermost and lowermost parts. The upward
directed buoyancy contribution of the vertical segregation velocity is mainly proportional to nn-1 (c.f.
equ. 20) and therefore also circular in shape (Fig. 3e). Taken together, the total vertical velocity field
obtains an elongated shape (Fig. 3c). Additionally the compaction fluid pressure generates horizontal
velocity components (Fig. 3d), which are somewhat smaller than the vertical ones (because the
horizontal pressure gradients are maximum in the outer parts of the porosity wave, where porosity is
smaller, c.f. equ. 20). Taken together, melt velocity trajectories are directed away from the central
axis as long as the melt is still above the equator of the sphere, and directed towards the central axis
after the porosity sphere has passed during its rise. During further rise the circular shape of the
porosity wave did not change significantly and its amplitude remains constant for sufficiently high
resolution (at least several grid spacings  per compaction length are needed in the finite difference
approach used).     
   The phase velocity of the porosity wave shown is 0.84 which is higher than the maximum vertical
segregation velocity, but less than the maximum velocity driven by buoyancy alone. The phase
velocities of 1D and 2D solitary porosity waves have been determined analytically by Barcilon and
Lovera (1989) and are shown as a function of porosity amplitude (maximum porosity / background
porosity) in Fig. 4. Note that in this figure the phase velocity is scaled according to Barcilon and
Lovera (1989). It may be transformed to the non-dimensional velocity used here by multiplication
with n0

n-1 Rm/Rtn. Clearly the 2D phase velocity is slower than the 1D, which is due to the fact, that
work has to be done to drive the melt in horizontal direction.    
   The symbols in Fig. 4 indicate phase velocities obtained numerically using the formulation described
in the previous section. Although in the CBA shear stresses associated with compaction are neglected
as a driving mechanism of melt, the agreement with the analytic solutions in the low porosity ap-
proximation is excellent.   

4.2 Melting, freezing and segregation within a plume head

The process of melting, melt segregation and ascent, and depletion has been studied intensively for
mid-ocean ridges (see e.g. Turcotte and Phipps Morgan, 1992; Cordery and Phipps Morgan, 1993;
Parmentier and Phipps Morgan, 1990; Jha et al., 1994, Barnouin-Jha et al., 1997). A few studies have
also considered the effect of compaction and dilatation (Phipp Morgan, 1987; Sparks and Parmentier,
1991). They showed that the compaction fluid pressure is important to focus the melt towards the
ridge axis. 
   Comparatively less work has been done on the physical processes of melting and melt migration in
plume heads. Olson (1994) showed in his plume models that upon arrival of a plume head at the base
of the lithosphere large amounts of melt can be produced, sufficiently much to explain flood basalt
volcanism (White and McKenzie, 1995). Several 10 Ma later melt production in the subsequent



Fig. 5 Snapshot of the temperature (a),
melt generation (b) and melt fraction (c) 
of a variable viscosity plume head 
arriving at the base of the lithosphere.
The background temperature is adiabatic 
with a potential temperatue Tp = 1400°C.
The shear viscosity is temperature- and
depth dependent according to an
Arrhenius law 0 = A exp((E+V(1-
z))/(T0+T). The parameters have been 
chosen so that a viscosity of 1020 Pa s
results for the adiabatic background 
temperature and 1018 Pa s results for the
an excess temperature of 300 °C above 
adiabatic. The bulk viscosity depends on
the melt fraction according to equation
(25) (ellipsoids with 0.1 aspect ratio).   A
solidus temperature according to water-
undersaturated peridotite is assumed
(Fig. 1c). Other parameters are: D0 = 
3500 kg/m3, Ddp = 3202 kg/m3, Den = 
3598 kg/m3, *D = 125 kg/m3, g = 10 
m/s2, h = 200 km, 6 = 10-6 m2/s,  " = 
2.4@10-5 K-1, a = 10-3 m3, b = 1000, n = 3, 
0f = 10 Pa s, cp = 1300 J/(K kg), L = 400 
kJ/kg. The mechanical boundary 
conditions include no slip at the top (=
base of the lithosphere at 80 km depth) 
and free slip at the other boundaries. 
Thermal boundary conditions are 
constant temperature at the top and
bottom and zero heat flux at the sides.
The initial position of the centre of this 
plume head was assumed at 214 km
depth (= 66 km above the bottom of the
box). The computational area is 200 x 
200 km, the resolution is 121x121 grid 
points. 
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steady state plume decreases by one or two order of magnitudes. Farnetani and Richards (1995) apply
a simple batch melting model to a variety of dynamic plume models and show that the melts mainly
sample mantle material of the source region. This is in contrast to non-Newtonian models of van
Keken (1997) who obtained upper mantle entrainment in his plume heads. Ribe et al.(1995) and Ito
et al. (1996) studied the interaction between a plume and a ridge and used the magma production
rates to constrain the excess temperature and width of the Iceland plume. 
   The above mentioned studies focussed on the amounts of melts and did not consider the segregati-
on and extraction process. A crucial point for the melt extraction is the relation between the regions
of melt generation and the regions to which melt is transported by melt migration and or mantle flow.
Only few studies have included melt migration within plume heads. In a semiquantitative approach
Ceuleneer et al. (1993) considered lateral melt migration in a plume as a mechanism to effectively
cool the plume axis. Ribe and Smooke (1987) solved the full set of two-phase flow equations for an
axisymetric, steady-state stagnation flow model of a mantle plume. They assumed constant bulk and
shear viscosities of the order of 1019 Pa s and concluded that the melt flow is only slightly influenced
by dynamic and compaction pressure gradients, i.e. melt flow is mainly  vertical, driven solely by
buoyancy forces.
   It is quite instructive to study the process of melt generation,  migration, and solidification in a
spreading plume head in a more self-consistent way and to see whether simplifications such as
instantaneous melt extraction or steady state vertical melt flow according to Darcy's law are justified.
For this purpose the full set of equations discussed in chapter 3 has been solved assuming the CBA.
A time dependent variable viscosity  plume head of 160 km in diameter and a cosine shaped excess
temperature with an amplitude 300/C has been assumed to arrive at the base of the lithosphere. The
parameters of this model correspond to Ra = 2@104 (based on the initial temperature difference
between the plume head and ambient mantle), Rm = 105, and Rtn = 4. 
   Fig 5a shows a snapshot of the plume head immediately before it begins to spread laterally and
cool. Melt generation (Fig. 5b) occurs in the center of the plume head within its hottest region, with
a melt generation rate of a few % per Ma. At the same time the edge of the partially molten plume
head experiences cooling and subsequent freezing (blue fringe in Fig. 5b). Melt is found within the
whole region between melting and freezing, with melt fractions of a few %  (Fig. 5c). No melt is
extracted from the system.
   Due to melting the plume head material becomes depleted, while at the edge freezing produces a
layer of enriched material (Fig.6). Depleted and partially molten material occurs within the low
viscosity region of the plume and effectively contributes to the circulation within the plume head. A
similar effect has also been observed by Manglik and Christensen (1997). The amount of enriched
material is not sufficiently large in the present model to produce downwelling driven by  negative
buoyancy. In models with higher degrees of basaltic enrichment small scale instabilities of this kind
have been observed (Schmeling, unpubl. results).
   Within the partially molten region of the plume head melt ascends with vertical segregation
velocities of up to 0.5 cm/a (while the mantle has still a vertical velocity of 2.7 cm/a) (Fig. 7).
Horizontal velocities are more than one order of magnitude smaller. They are essentially driven by
compaction and dilatation with a direction towards the plume axis. In another model, which differs
from the present one only in a constant bulk viscosity, a more quadrupole-like distribution of the
horizontal segregation velocity is found (very roughly like that of Fig. 3d).  This suggests that



Fig. 6 Basaltic enrichment (a) and depletion (b) of the plume head, shown in Fig. 5.
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compaction - dilatation pressures resulting from a variable and high bulk viscosity  may contribute to
focussing the melt towards the plume axis. 
   Fig. 8 shows the different contributions to the vertical segregation velocity due to melt buoyancy,
compaction pressure and dynamic pressure (the three terms in equation 20). Clearly the buoyancy
contribution dominates as also found by Ribe and Smooke (1987). However, the compaction
contribution amounts up to 20% of the total velocity, indicating that it might not always be neglected.
The compaction length cannot be easily given in this model, because all quantities are strongly
variable. Based on typical values within the partially molten zone, the compaction length is of the
order of 1 km while the compaction contribution to velocity  extends over a depth range of more than
10 km (Fig 8b). This again demonstrates that compaction effects are important on much larger length
scales than the compaction length (Spiegelman, 1993a,b). It is interesting to note that the compaction
driven velocity (Fig. 8b) is downward, as in the case without melting and solidification (Fig. 3).
Inspection of equation (15a) indicates, that not only melt migration contributes to the divergence uP
and thus to the compaction fluid pressure, but also melt generation. From Fig. 5b one would expect,
that melting would "squeeze" the melt out of  the region of melt generation and freezing would
"suck" melt into the regions of solidification, resulting in an upward flow of melt. Obviously the
compaction term is dominated by the melt flow term and not the melt generation term. This is
interesting, because in some previous models (e.g. Parmentier and Phipps Morgan, 1990; Jha et al.,
1994) only the melt generation term has been retained on the RHS of equation (15a). Fig. 8c shows
the contribution of the dynamic pressure. In agreement with Ribe and Smooke (1987) it is very small
here and can be neglected.
   It is interesting to note that in the above fully self consistent models the segregation velocities are
still quite small, and melt is also transported laterally by the mantle flow. This suggests that unless
other factors strongly enhance melt segregation and extraction, significant regions of spreading plume
heads should be expected to contain melt fractions of a few %. Factors which could enhance melt
extraction include higher mantle temperatures, shallower melting, lower melt viscosities, a different
porous flow mechanism and an overlying lithosphere under extension. Furthermore it should be noted
that the solutions shown here are valid for the 2D Cartesian case, and axisymmetric or 3D plume
heads might behave somewhat differently.

 4.3 Propagating melting instability within a partially molten asthenosphere

Even in the absence of a hot mantle plume, the asthenosphere may develop self-perpetuating melting
instabilities if it is partially molten or close to melting (Tackley and Stevenson, 1993). The driving
mechanism of this instability is a combination of thermal and melt  buoyancy forces which act in the
same direction and amplify each other as melting progresses. In their constant viscosity models
Tackley and Stevenson (1993) determined time-scales and length-scales of these instabilities as a
function of Rm,  Rtn, and D, the thickness of the partially molten zone. They suggest this mechanism
as a possible alternative to explain volcano spacings along hot spot chains or intraplate volcanoes. 
   Here a model is presented which differs from that of Tackley and Stevenson (1993) in three
important aspects: 1) a non-Newtonian temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity is used, 2)
depletion buoyancy is accounted for as another possible source of this instability, and 3) the entire



Fig. 7 Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) segregations velocities of the melt in the plume head 
shown in Fig. 5.



Fig. 8 Various contributions to the total vertical segregation velocity, shown in Fig. 
7a. a) contribution from buoyancy term, b) contribution from compaction term, c)
contribution from dynamic pressure.
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upper mantle down to 670 km depth is included.  In this model the initial temperature is assumed in
such a way that the asthenosphere is already partially molten with a melt fraction of up to 4%. Such
an initial condition might represent the newly formed asthenosphere off mid oceanic ridges (that part
of the mantle which has not participated in the formation of the oceanic crust), or it could result from
plume material which had spread into the asthenosphere. Long term heating within a thick continental
lithosphere might also be a possibility to produce a partially molten asthenosphere.  At the (arbitrary)
time of 62.9 Ma a small thermal perturbation (cosine shaped anomaly with 67 km radius and 100/C
excess temperature) is superimposed  at x = 0 and 335 km depth to initiate the instability.  Fig. 9a and
b show the evolution of the instability at different time steps. At t = 63.7 the asthenosphere locally
overturns near the region of the initial perturbation. The instability propagates laterally and leads to
subsequent overturns until  it reaches the right hand side of the box. As the melting instability
propagates, melt from the still undisturbed part of the asthenosphere gradually segregates upwards
and also partly freezes. This leads to a slight decrease of the power of the melting instability as it
reaches these regions.
   The spacing of the instability can be estimated to be about 180 km. As pointed out by Tackley and
Stevenson (1993), the spacing scales with the thickness D of the partially molten zone. From Fig. 10
D can be determined to be about 90 km, thus the spacing is 2 D. This is somewhat smaller than  2.5
D found by Tackley and Stevenson. Probably the difference is due to the variable viscosity and the
depletion buoyancy accounted for in the present model.       
   Inspection of the flow field shows that the overturns are confined to the asthenosphere and do not
penetrate into the mantle below.This is a consequence of the depletion buoyancy, which is stronger
than the negative thermal buoyancy of cooled material. A depleted, gravitationally stable layer forms
as the instability migrates along the asthenosphere. No depleted material is mixed into the mantle
beneath. As another model (not shown) indicates, this is not the case, if depletion buoyancy  is
neglected (as was done by Tackley and Stevenson, 1993). In that case, the melting instability leads
only to one localized overturn within the asthenosphere. Subsequently this flow gives rise to a time
dependent large scale flow involving the entire upper mantle. After about 200 Ma the entire upper
mantle has undergone partial melting and is depleted. 
   Enrichment buoyancy works in a similar way: models which include this effect show that solidified
heavy material possibly drops off the lithospheric base and penetrates through the depleted as-
thenosphere into the mantle below.    
   Fig. 10a shows the vertically integrated rate of melt generation of the above model as a function of
time. The propagation of the melting instability is clearly seen by the melting events, which take place
within the rising limbs of the overturning regions. The propagation velocity of the instability is 7 cm/a
and subsequently drops to 3 cm/a. This decrease is due to the general decrease in flow and segregati-
on velocities and melt fractions as a consequence of progressing cooling of the asthenosphere. 
   At a later stage (model time of 143 Ma) a thermal boundary layer has developed at a depth of 670
km and plumes begin to rise. They advect fertile material into the asthenosphere and lead to further
melting. During the early phase (for about 1 Ma)  melting occurs within the complete plume head, at
later stages melting is confined to the plume stem. The spreading velocity of the plume head is about
16 cm/a, clearly faster than that of the propagating instability. 
   From these models it becomes clear that partial melting within the asthenosphere may not only be
associated with mid-oceanic ridges or the arrival of plumes, but could spontaneously occur within a



Fig. 9 a and b. Snapshots at different times of a propagating  melting instability in the 
asthenosphere due to thermal, melt, and depletion buoyancy. An initial temperature 
distribution was assumed as follows: a conductive profile through the lithosphere was
taken with a surface heat flow of 80 mW/m2 followed by  an adiabatic gradient  below,
which is pinned to 1600 °C at a depth of 413 km (this corresponds to the upper bound
of the olivine-spinel transition thermometer, c.f. chapter 2.2). A water-undersaturated 
solidus is assumed as shown in Fig. 1c. A non-Newtonian, temperature and pressure 
dependent rheology  is assumed based on laboratory data. A dry rheology is assumed 
for the solid mantle and a wet rheology for the partially molten regions  (see Schmeling 
and Bussod, 1996, for the choice and discussion of the rheological parameters).
Assuming an activation volume of 10@10-6 m3/Mole the depth-dependence of the 
viscosity is only weak. The starting time of this run, 62.9 Ma, is arbitrary. Only the 
buoyancy term is considered in the momentum equation for the melt, compaction and
dynamic pressure are neglected. Other important parameters are: 6 = 10-6 m2/s, D0 = 
3400 kg/m3, " = 3.7@10-5 K-1, *D = 200 kg/m3, Ddp = 3150 kg/m3, Den = D0, L = 400 
kJ/kg.    



Fig. 10. a) Propagating melt instability within the asthenosphere as 
visualized by log10 of the vertically integrated melt production rate as a
function of horizontal distance x and time. The logarithm is taken just for 
better visualization. The values of the contour lines shown are 3.8, 4.6, 5.4. 
To get the integrated production rate in units of (%km/Ma), 2.153 has to be 
subtracted before applying 10x. b) Vertically integrated melt production rate
as in a), but for a later stage. This stage is dominated by the arrival of
plumes at the times 143, 145.6 and 147.2 Ma. 
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sufficiently hot undepleted asthenosphere. Undepleted asthenosphere may be provided by material
which is drawn up by the mid-oceanic ridge flow but which misses to be melted to form the oceanic
crust (Tackley and Stevenson, 1993). Once these instabilities form, they might propagate into the
direction towards the mid-ocean ridge, and thereby develop a similar appearance as hot spot tracks.
To test whether hot spot tracks might be caused by migrating asthenospheric instabilities rather than
by deep mantle plumes, the migrating velocity u, the spacing of the melting events L, their width (in
x-direction) W, and their equivalent melt thicknesses hmlt may be compared with observations. From
Fig. 10 these quantities can be estimated as u = 7 cm/a (for the first period of time), L = 180 km, W
= 65 km, and hmlt = 4.2 to 10.5 km. If we tentatively associate v with the increasing age per distance,
L with the spacing of volcanic centres along hot spot tracks, W with the width of each volcanic
centre, and hmlt with the elevation above the undisturbed ocean floor,  a rough analysis of a few hot
spot tracks of the Pacific yields the following values: Hawaii: v = 9.7 cm/a, L = 150 ± 30 km, W = 90
± 40 km; Marqueses: v = 7.4 cm/a, L = 110 ± 20 km, W = 70 ± 20 km; Easter track on the west
Pacific plate: v = 10 cm/a, L = 240 ± 100 km and 140 ± 30 km, W = 65 ± 20 km; Macdonald: v =  10
cm/a (?), L = 200 ± 20 km, W = 70 ± 20 km. The thicknesses of these volcanic complexes varies
between 4 and 7 km. The general agreement of these for quantities with the corresponding para-
meters of the migrating instability supports this mechanism as a possible alternative explanation of the
formation of volcanic island chains. It should, however, be noted that the present models are only
two-dimensional, and further work is needed to investigate the appearance of these migrating
instabilities in 3D.

5. Conclusions

Several conclusions may be drawn from the discussion and models above:
C The "Compaction Boussinesq Approximation" is a reasonable approximation when modelling

melt segregation with compaction in a convecting mantle if the degree of melting is sufficient-
ly small (10 to 20%). Essentially, the CBA neglects shear stresses associated with compaction
when calculating the segregation velocities. Solitary porosity waves can well be modelled
assuming the CBA. 

C Several previous results for two phase flows in a compacting matrix have been confirmed and
are discussed with emphasis on a realistic bulk viscosity. The bulk viscosity of the porous
matrix of partially molten peridotite becomes very large at small melt fractions, leading to
large compaction lengths and compaction times. A variable bulk viscosity sharpens solitary
porosity waves. Compaction driven melt flow may be important also on length scales much
larger than the compaction length. 

C Given the uncertainties of the potential temperature Tp, of permeability parameters of partially
molten rocks, and of other relevant quantities, many regions of the asthenosphere might be
partially molten with melt fractions up to a few %. For such melt fractions percolation rates
were found to be rather small, partly because of compaction. Models of rising plume heads
below a lithosphere show the possibility, that segregating melts might freeze at the base of the
lithosphere rather than rise to the surface.

C Melting, segregation and solidification within a variable viscosity plume head arriving at the
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base of the lithosphere have been modelled. Melt flow is dominated by melt buoyancy.
However, compaction may not be neglected for high bulk viscosities and adds a contribution
of the melt flow towards the plume axis. Nevertheless, spreading velocities of the plume head
dominate, inhibiting focussing of melt towards the plume axis. Melt flow driven by dynamic
pressure of the spreading plume head seems to be insignificant. 

C In the absence of a mantle plume a partially molten undepleted asthenosphere may develop
melting instabilites, driven by thermal, melt and depletion buoyancy. This instability propaga-
tes  laterally with velocities of the order of several cm/a and has a length scale of about 2
times the thickness of the partially molten asthenosphere. Comparison of the migration
velocity of this instability, of the spacing and the width of the melting regions and of melt
volumes with corresponding parameters of several volcanic chains in the Pacific suggests that
this mechanism might be a possible alternative explanation for the formation of hot spot
tracks. 
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